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ON SELFADJOINT SPECTRAL THEORY OF RANDOM
OPERATORS
PA˘STOREL GAS¸PAR
Abstract. In this paper spectral theorems for not necessarily
continuous normal and self-adjoint random operators on a complex
separable Hilbert space are proved.
1. Introduction
In quite recent times the study of stochastic processes or random fields
was enlarged to the framework of multivariate stochastic mappings
(see [20], [3]) in order to treat in a unitary way also other probabilistic
concepts such as stochastic measures and stochastic integrals, random
distributions or random distribution fields, as well as random operators
(see [19], [17], [20], [18], [23], [21], [22], [16], [4], [5], [6], [9], [8]), but
also in an attempt to develop in this setting a corresponding random
spectral theory (see [16], [24], [18], [9], [8]).
Specifically, in [24], in terms of measurable families of deterministic
continuous linear operators, the continuous normal and Hermitian ran-
dom operators, random spectral measures were defined and the random
version of the spectral (integral) representation theorems were given.
On the other hand, intending to cover the important class of random
Schro¨dinger operators, W. Hackenbroch extended the concept of con-
tinuous random operator, to densely defined random operator, treating
in [8] and [9] some aspects of random spectral theory for symmetric
densely defined random operators.
We aim here to continue the work from [24] and [9] developing a sto-
chastic selfadjoint spectral theory for not necessarily continuous ran-
dom operators, by using the theory of measurable fields of unbounded
operators on Hilbert spaces.
The plan of the paper runs as follows. The remainder of this Section
contains some general concepts and basic results especially regarding
continuous random operators.
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In Section 2 we select from [14], [8] and [24] some specific results (re-
garding decomposable random operators and the random adjoint) re-
formulated and completed in a way to suit our present development.
In Section 3 we define random normality, together with the integral of
a bounded and then of an unbounded measurable function with respect
to a random projection operator valued measure, obtaining in this way
(not only continuous) random normal operators.
Section 4 deals with transforming random operators into continuous
random operators and viceversa aiming to extend in Section 5 the re-
sults from [24] regarding the spectral theorem for continuous random
normal operators to the unbounded framework.
For two linear topological spaces X and Y , B(X, Y ) means the space
of continuous linear operators from X to Y , while L(X, Y ) denotes
the set of linear operators T : D(T ) → Y , where D(T ) is some linear
subspace of X . When T is densely defined, i.e. D(T ) is dense in X ,
we shall write T ∈ Ld(X, Y ) and when T is closed, i.e. the graph
GT : = {(x, Tx), x ∈ D(T )} of T is closed in the topological linear
product X×Y , we use the notation T ∈ CL(X, Y ). When T is densely
defined and closed we write T ∈ CLd(X, Y ). Note that when, for an
operator S ∈ L(X, Y ), GS is not necessarily closed in X × Y , but its
closure GS is the graph of an operator, denoted by S, then S is said to
be closable and S is called its closure. Moreover, when T ∈ CL(X, Y ),
a subspace D ⊂ D(T ) is a core for T , when T = T |D
Now (Ω,A , ℘) denotes a fixed complete separable probability space,
while (H, 〈·, ·〉H) a fixed separable, complex Hilbert space. The most
frequently used spaces of H-valued random variables (measurable func-
tions) in what follows, will be L0(℘,H), the F -space of all H-valued
random variables with the topology of convergence in measure and
L2(℘,H), the Hilbert space of all second order H-valued random vari-
ables with the natural scalar product
(1.1) 〈f, g〉L2(℘,H) : =
∫
Ω
〈f(ω), g(ω)〉H d℘(ω), f, g ∈ L
2(℘,H).
Now we can define the fundamental concept of the paper, followed by
a brief discussion.
Definition 1.1. When Λ is an arbitrary set, then a mapping Φ
(1.2) Λ ∋ λ 7→ Φ(λ) ∈ L0(℘,H) (or L2(℘,H))
is called a multivariate (second order) stochastic mapping or briefly
m.(s.o.)s.m. of index set Λ.
Is Λ endowed with a structure of linear space, separate topological
space or measurable space, then it is usually required for Φ to be also
linear and/or continuous and/or measurable, respectively.
For a study of such m.(s.o.)s.m. see [20], [19], [3], [4], [5].
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In this paper we restrain ourselves to the case of (s.o.) random opera-
tors, which are defined as follows.
Definition 1.2 (see [8], [9]). A multivariate (second order) stochastic
linear mapping A, whose index set is a dense linear subspace D(A)
in some complex separable Hilbert space G, is called a (second order)
random operator from G to H (or simply on H if G = H).
When D(A) = G and A is linear and continuous then it is called
a continuous (s.o.) random operator, or, as in [9], (s.o.) Skorohod
operator.
Are the values of a (s.o.) random operator constant functions from
L0(℘,H) (or from L2(℘,H)), then we have an ordinary densely defined
operator from G to H . Hence, the (s.o.) random operators from G to
H (respectively the continuous (s.o.) random operators from G to H)
are stochastic generalizations of deterministic densely defined (respec-
tively continuous) linear operators from G to H . They are needed in
modelling some phenomena, where random outputs rather than deter-
ministic ones can be identified.
The class Ld(G,L
p(℘,H)) of (s.o.) random operators from G to H
(for G = H see [8], [9]) will be henceforth denoted by Rp(Ω;G,H),
while the class B(G,Lp(℘,H)) of continuous (s.o.) random operators
(first studied in [16]; see also [17]) will be denoted here by S p(Ω;G,H)
(⊂ Rp(Ω;G,H)) for p = 0 and p = 2, respectively1.
After A. V. Skorohod (see for example [16]) the class of continuous
random operators was also studied (for p = 0) by D. H. Thang and
others ([17] – [24]), who often replace the Hilbert spaces G and H by
Banach spaces X and Y , respectively.
Now a class of general random operators can be constructed as follows
(see [8], [9]).
Example 1.1. Let {a(ω)}ω∈Ω be a family of deterministic densely de-
fined closed linear operators a(ω) (i.e., ∈ CLd(G,H)), indexed by the
random parameter ω ∈ Ω, which is measurable (2 - summable) in the
following sense: it admits a common core D (D ⊂ D(a(ω)) ⊂ G) such
that for each x ∈ D, Ax ∈ L0(℘,H) (L2(℘,H), respectively), where
(1.3) (Ax)(ω) : = a(ω)x, for almost all ω ∈ Ω.
Then we have that A ∈ Rp(Ω;G,H), p = 0, 2 (D = D(A) being
dense in G). This operator will be called the (second order) random
operator from G to H associated to the measurable (2 - summable)
family {a(ω)}ω∈Ω.
1Let us mention that in [22] the class S p(Ω;G,H) of p-order random operators
for each p ∈ [0,∞) was considered. Naturally, it is possible to introduce also the
class Rp(Ω;G,H)(⊃ S p(Ω;G,H)) of p-order densely defined random operators
from G to H , when in (1.2) we consider the Lebesgue spaces Lp(℘,H).
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When we consider a measurable (2 - summable) family {a(ω)}ω∈Ω of
deterministic continuous linear operators from G to H , the above mea-
surability (2-summability) condition is naturally satisfied for D = G.
So A defined as in (1.3) is a continuous (s.o.) random operator from G
toH . This subclass L p(Ω;G,H) ofS p(Ω;G,H) was introduced in [17,
Section 4] and extensively treated for p = 0 in [21], where its elements
were characterized in terms of the boundedness condition (Theorem
3.1) and also in terms of its decomposable extension (Theorems 5.2
and 5.3). Resuming we can formulate
Proposition 1.1. Let A ∈ S p(Ω;G,H) be a (s.o.) Skorohod operator
from G to H. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) A ∈ L p(Ω;G,H);
(ii) There exists a positive random variable r(·) ∈ Lp(℘) : = Lp(℘,C)
such that
(1.4) ‖Ax(ω)‖ ≤ r(ω)‖x‖, x ∈ G, ω - a.e.
(iii) A admits a continuous linear extension A˜ from G to the whole
Lp(℘,G) such that
(1.5) A˜(χαx) = χαAx; x ∈ G, α ∈ A ,
χα being the characteristic function of the set α.
Let us also note the following properties of the class L p(Ω;G,H).
Remark 1.1. When in (1.4) above r(·) ∈ L2(℘), then A ∈ L 2(Ω;G,H),
while the relation (1.5) implies
(1.6) A˜(ϕx) = ϕAx, x ∈ G, ϕ ∈ Lq(℘),
where q = 0 or q =∞ if p = 0 or p = 2 respectively. The first statement
is a simple verification , while (1.6) results by taking the limit in (1.5)
(for p = q = 0 see property (2) [21, p. 271]).
Remark 1.2. The linear subspace L p(Ω;G,H) is dense in S p(Ω;G,H)
in the topology of pointwise convergence of operators. The proof given
for p = 0 in [8, Remark (ii) Section 1] goes also for p = 2 with a slight
modification.
Now, by using a version of a “nuclear spectral theorem” ([14, Propo-
sition 12.2.1, pp. 336]) we obtain that the Hilbert Schmidt operators
from G to L2(℘,H) are decomposable s.o. Skorohod operators from G
to H .
More precisely, we have
Remark 1.3. The operator space C2(G,L
2(℘,H)) is contained not only
in B(G,L2(℘,H)) = S 2(Ω;G,H) but also in L 2(Ω;G,H):
(1.7) C2(G,L
2(℘,H)) ⊂ L 2(Ω;G,H) ⊂ L 0(Ω;G,H),
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which means that, for each A ∈ C2(G,L
2(℘,H)) and each ω ∈ Ω,
there exists a Hilbert Schmidt operator a(ω) ∈ C2(G,H) such that for
each x ∈ G, (Ax)(ω) = a(ω)x, ω - a.e., where a(·)x ∈ L2(℘,H), what
means A ∈ L 2(Ω;G,H). Conversely, if A is a second order random
operator from G to H , associated to a family {a(ω)}ω∈Ω for which
a(ω) ∈ C2(G,H), ω ∈ Ω, then A ∈ C2(G,L
2(℘,H)).
2. Decomposable extensions and adjoints of general
random operators
Now, having in view the three above equivalent conditions from Propo-
sition 1.1, as well as the results from [8], [9], in order to identify the
analogue of the class L p(Ω;G,H) in the unbounded framework, the
most adequate way would be to transpose in this setting and discuss
first condition (iii) regarding the special extension , which because of
(1.6), as we shall see, will be a decomposable operator. To this aim
let us begin by recalling some facts about pointwise action operators
between Lp(℘,G) and Lp(℘,H).
Definition 2.1 (see [8]). The mapping Aa : D(Aa)→ L
p(℘,H), (p =
0 or 2), where a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω is a measurable (2 - summable) family
of operators from G to H , defined by
(2.1) Aaf(ω) : = a(ω)f(ω), f ∈ D(Aa), for almost all ω ∈ Ω
where
(2.2) D(Aa) : = {f ∈ L
p(℘,G) : f(ω) ∈ D(a(ω)) a.e.,
such that a(·)f(·) ∈ Lp(℘,H)},
will be called the operator of pointwise application associated to the
family a.
An important example of an operator of pointwise application is the so
called diagonalizable operator mGϕ
2,i.e. that which is associated to the
family of operators {ϕ(ω)1G}ω∈Ω, with ϕ ∈ L
q(℘) = Lq(℘,C), where
here and throughout the paper, to p = 0 and p = 2 correspond q = 0
and q =∞, respectively.
Definition 2.2. A closed operatorA : D(A)(⊂ Lp(℘,G))→ Lp(℘,H), p =
0, 2 is decomposable, if it intertwines all pairs of diagonalizable opera-
tors onG and onH (i.e., AmGϕ ⊃ m
H
ϕA, ϕ ∈ L
q(℘), q = 0, respectively
q =∞).
Let us now remark that the measurable families a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω, in
terms of which the operators A ∈ L p(Ω;G,H) are described as in
Proposition 1.1, are basically the same as the measurable fields of con-
tinuous linear operators from G to H , used in the book [2]. Along
2mGϕ f = ϕf, f ∈ L
p(℘,G), the multiplication operator with the scalar measur-
able function ϕ ∈ Lq(℘).
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this idea, as was observed in [8] and [9] the most appropriate mea-
surable families which permit to treat the decomposability of random
unbounded operators in the spirit of Example 1.1 are the measurable
fields of unbounded linear operators used in [14], which are defined as
follows.
Definition 2.3. A family a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω of closed linear operators
from G to H is called a measurable ( 2 - summable) field of operators,
when there exists a sequence fn ∈ L
0(℘,G) (fn ∈ L
2(℘,G), respec-
tively), such that for each ω ∈ Ω, fn(ω) ∈ D(a(ω)) and {(fn(ω), gn(ω))}n∈N
is a total subset of the graph Ga(ω) of a(ω), where gn(ω) = a(ω)fn(ω).
As is easily seen, a measurable (2 - summable) family of continuous
linear operators {a(ω)}ω∈Ω fromG toH is a measurable (2 - summable)
field of operators. Also, by using the characterizations from section 12.1
of [14] it is not difficult to see that the families used in Example 1.1 fit
in this category.
Now the definitions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, are connected through (see [14], [9]
for p = 2 and [21] for p = 0)
Proposition 2.1. A closed operator A from Lp(℘,G) into Lp(℘,H), p =
0, 2 is decomposable, iff it is an operator of pointwise application asso-
ciated to some (uniquely determined) measurable (2 - summable) field
a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω of operators from G into H, i.e. A = Aa.
If this is the case we also say that A is decomposable by the field a.
It is the place now to remark that there are circumstances in which
it is possible that not only the outputs but also the inputs are under
the influence of a stochastic environment. It makes then perfect sense
to consider extensions of (second order) random operators on G, to
densely defined operators on L0(℘,G) (respectively on L2(℘,G)), or
just of random operators from G to H to densely defined operators
from L2(℘,G) to L2(℘,H). But such extensions are useful to our de-
velopment when they are also decomposable. Therefore we give (see
also [8] or [9])
Definition 2.4. An operator A ∈ Ld(L
p(℘,G), Lp(℘,H)) (for p =
0 and p = 2 respectively) is a decomposable extension of the (s.o.)
random operator A from G to H (i.e. of A ∈ Rp(Ω;G,H)), when for
q = 0 and q =∞ respectively, we have
D(A) ⊃ Lq(℘)⊗D(A) ⊃ D(A),
where
Lq(℘)⊗D(A) =
{
n∑
j=1
ϕjxj , ϕj ∈ L
q(℘), xj ∈ D(A), n ∈ N
}
is a core of A and
(2.3) A(ϕx) = ϕAx, for ϕ ∈ Lq(℘), x ∈ D(A).
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When A is just a random operator from G toH (i.e. A ∈ R0(Ω;G,H)),
then we also define a “Hilbert type” decomposable extension A ∈
Ld(L
2(℘,G), L2(℘,H)) through (2.3) but for ϕ ∈ L∞(℘) and x ∈ D(A)
satisfying ϕAx ∈ L2(℘,H) and having a core
C(A) = {
n∑
j=1
ϕjxj , ϕj ∈ L
∞(℘), xj ∈ D(A) s.t.
ϕjAxj ∈ L
2(℘,H), j = 1, 2, . . . , n, n ∈ N}.
The decomposable extension A of A is called minimal, when A ⊂ A′
for each decomposable extension A′ of A.
Remark 2.1. The operator of pointwise application Aa associated to a
2 - summable field a can serve as extension in the sense of Definition 2.4
of the second order random operator A, associated to the 2 - summable
family a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω as in Example 1.1.
Indeed, it is obvious that D(Aa) contains the elements from D(A)(⊂
G) as the constant functions from L2(℘,G) as well as the subspace
L∞(℘)⊗D(A), which easily leads to the fact that Aa extends A.
For the existence of the minimal decomposable extension, first the no-
tion of random adjoint is needed, concept introduced and treated for
Skorohod operators in [18, Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.5] and [24, Def-
inition 3.6 and Lemma 2], while for general random operators it is
treated in [8] and [9].
The concept of random adjoint, also necessary for the development of
random spectral theory will be defined directly in the general case.
Definition 2.5. For a (s.o.) random operator C from G to H , i.e.
C ∈ Rp(Ω;G,H), the (s.o. if p = 2) random adjoint C• will be
defined by C•y = fy, for y ∈ D(C
•) ⊂ H , where
D(C•) : =
{
y ∈ H : ∃fy ∈ L
p(℘,G) s.t. for each x ∈ D(C)
〈(Cx)(ω), y〉H = 〈x, fy(ω)〉G a.e.
}
.
Let us note that the separability of the Hilbert spaces G and H and
the density of D(C) in G ensures that C• is well defined.
The fundamental properties of the random adjoint which show some
analogies with the natural adjoint are collected in
Proposition 2.2. If A and B are (s.o.) random operators from G to
H then:
(i) A• is a closed operator from H into Lp(℘,G);
(ii) when A• is a (s.o.) random operator from H to G (i.e. D(A•) is
dense in H) then
(ii.a) (A•)• = : A•• makes sense, is again a (s.o.) random operator
and extends A (A j A••);
(ii.b) A is closable;
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(ii.c) (A¯)• = A• and A¯ = A••;
(ii.d) A is closed iff A = A••;
(iii) A j B implies B• j A•;
(iv) (λA)• = λ¯A•, λ ∈ C ;
(v) when A+B is a random operator (i.e. D(A+B) : = D(A)∩D(B)
is dense in G), then (A+B)• k A• +B•;
Proof. For (i) and (ii) see [8] or [9].
(iii). Let y ∈ D(B•)(⊂ H). Then, by using A j B, the following
implication holds:
〈(Bx)(ω), y〉H = 〈x, (B
•y)(ω)〉G, x ∈ D(B), ω − a.e. ⇒
〈(Ax)(ω), y〉H = 〈x, (B
•y)(ω)〉G, x ∈ D(A), ω − a.e.
This leads to y ∈ D(A•) and the density ofD(A) inG implies (B•y)(ω) =
(A•y)(ω) ω − a.e., i.e. B• j A•.
(iv) results directly from the definition of the random adjoint.
(v) Let y ∈ D(A•+B•) : = D(A•)∩D(B•). Then for each x ∈ D(A+B)
we have:
〈(A+B)x(ω), y〉H = 〈Ax(ω), y〉H + 〈Bx(ω), y〉H
= 〈x, (A•y)(ω)〉G + 〈x, (B
•y)(ω)〉G
= 〈x, (A• +B•)y(ω)〉G, ω − a.e.
which by the hypothesis of (v), implies that y ∈ D((A + B)•) and
(A+B)•y = A•y +B•y, from where (A +B)• k A• +B•. 
We add now some simple facts of the random adjoint for the case of
continuous random operators.
First it is not difficult to see, that the following results proven for p = 0
in Theorem 3.10 of [18] and Lemma 2 of [24], hold for p = 2 as well.
Remark 2.2. Each continuous random operator from the class L p(Ω;G,H)
posses a random adjoint. Moreover, when Aa ∈ L
p(Ω;G,H) is the con-
tinuous random operator associated to a family a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω from
B(G,H) as in (1.3), then A•a is a Skorohod operator from the class
L p(Ω;H,G) and A•a = Aa∗ , where a
∗ = {a(ω)∗}ω∈Ω is the family from
B(H,G) of the corresponding classical adjoints.
Having in view Remark 1.3, we are now led to
Remark 2.3. The Hilbert Schmidt subclass of s.o. Skrohod operators
is “invariant” to the random adjoint, in the sense that
(2.4) A ∈ C2(G,L
2(℘,H))⇒ A• ∈ C2(H,L
2(℘,G)).
Moreover, by 2.2 (ii.d) the inverse implication in (2.4) holds.
The following example, important in itself, illustrates the difference
between the random adjoint and the classical adjoint.
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Example 2.1. The embedding operator of H into L2(℘,H), denoted
in the following by JH is a s.o. random operator, which is decomposable
by the constant family {1H}ω∈Ω, where 1H represents the identity oper-
ator on H . Therefore JH ∈ L
2(Ω;H). By Remark 2.2 since 1∗H = 1H ,
we have that J•H = JH . On the other side, trying to compute the clas-
sical adjoint of JH the following simple calculation, for all y ∈ H , and
g ∈ L2(℘,H),
〈y, J∗Hg〉H = 〈JHy, g〉L2(℘,H) =
∫
〈y, g(ω)〉Hd℘(ω) = 〈y,
∫
g(ω)d℘(ω)〉H,
leads to the fact that J∗H = EH , where EH is the expectation operator
on L2(℘,H). Thus, the random adjoint of the second order random
operator JH (which is JH) differs essentially from its classical adjoint
(which is EH).
Now, returning to the random adjoint in the unbounded framework,
its role in the existence of decomposable extensions will be described
in the following two theorems (see [14], [8], [9]).
Theorem 2.3. Let A ∈ R0(Ω;G,H) be such that A• ∈ R0(Ω;H,G).
Then there is a uniquely determined minimal decomposable extension
of “‘Hilbert type” A 3 of A, such that A(ϕx) = ϕAx, ϕ ∈ L∞(℘), x ∈
D(A) s.t. ϕAx ∈ L2(℘,H).
Moreover,
(2.5) C(A) =
{ m∑
j=1
ϕjxj , with ϕj ∈ L
∞(℘) and xj ∈ D(A), s.t.
ϕjAxj ∈ L
2(℘,H), j = 1, 2, . . . , m; m ∈ N
}
is a core for A.
The properties of the random adjoint, of the decomposable extensions
(see [9]) and of their connection can be reformulated as follows
Theorem 2.4. Let A ∈ R0(Ω;G,H) be such that the restriction A|D2(A) ∈
R2(Ω;G,H), where D2(A) : = {x ∈ D(A), s.t. Ax ∈ L2(℘,H)}.
Then the following assertions hold
(i) A• ∈ R0(Ω;H,G),
(
A|D2(A)
)•
∈ R2(Ω;H,G);
(ii) A has a uniquely determined minimal decomposable extension
A = Aa by a 2-summable field a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω of unbounded
operators from G to H, for which D2(A) is a common core;
(iii) Aa and almost all a(ω), ω ∈ Ω are densely defined;
3Actually A is the closure of the restriction to the domain from (2.5) of the
random adjoint of A• regarded as second order random operator (see Lemma and
Theorem 1 from [9]).
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(iv) {a(ω)∗}ω∈Ω = : a
∗ is a 2 - summable field of unbounded op-
erators from H to G, Aa∗ = (Aa)
∗ and it is a decomposable
extension of A•, consequently it also extends the minimal de-
composable extension of A•;
(v) when G = H and A is a symmetric random operator, then its
decomposable extensionAa is a symmetric operator on L
2(℘,H)
in the usual sense.
Remark 2.4. It is obvious that the adjoint of an s.o. random operator
is again an s.o. random operator and then the statements (ii) - (v)
from above are fulfilled for such operators.
Having in view the connections of (s.o.) random operators with its
decomposable extensions (if they exist), in the unbounded framework
the analogue of the above mentioned class L p(Ω;G,H) will be defined
as follows.
Definition 2.6. A (s.o.) random operator A from G to H will be
called decomposable (denoted A ∈ Dp(Ω;G,H)) , if there exists a mea-
surable (2-summable) field a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω, a(ω) ∈ CL(G,H), such
that the operator of pointwise application Aa associated to the family
a is the minimal decomposable extension of A.
In what follows, if no danger of confusion exists, we say in this case that
A is decomposable by the measurable (2-summable) field a and denote
that by A = Aa
4.
Remark 2.5. When the (s.o.) random operator A from G to H is
decomposable by the (s.o.) measurable field a, then it can be expressed
in the pointwise form
(Ax)(ω) = a(ω)x, x ∈ D(A), ω ∈ Ω.
Indeed, it is obvious that when x ∈ D(A), then x = 1 ⊗ x ∈ Lq(℘) ⊗
D(A) ⊂ D(Aa), which by Definition 2.4 means 1Ax = Aax, from
where the desired relation holds.
Remarking that the decomposable random operators are closed let us
mention the following inclusion diagram
Rp(Ω;G,H) ⊃ S p(Ω;G,H)
∪ ∪
Dp(Ω;G,H) ⊃ L p(Ω;G,H).
3. Random normal operators
Random selfadjointness and even random normality as well as the ran-
dom spectral theorems were treated in [24], but only in the continuous
framework.
4Sometimes it is said that the field {a(ω)}ω∈Ω acts as the (s.o.) random operator
Aa by the above pointwise application (1.3) (see [8] Sec. 1 and [9] Sec. 2)
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For the moment we give the definitions of selfadjoint random operators
(for which we consider of course G = H) (see [8], [9]).
Definition 3.1. When C is a (s.o.) random operator and C• extends
C, we shall say that C is a symmetric (s.o.) random operator on H . In
this case C• is also densely defined and consequently a (s.o.) random
operator. When, moreover C = C•, then C will be called a self-adjoint
(s.o.) random operator on H .
Further, in order to introduce the random normality it is necessary
to define a composition 5 for the decomposable random operators (i.e.
from the classes Dp, p = 0, 2). Namely
Definition 3.2. Let A ∈ Dp(Ω;G,H), B ∈ Dp(Ω;H,K) and B the
decomposable extension of B. Then the composition BA will be defined
by
(3.1) (BA)(x) : = B(Ax), for x ∈ D(BA),
where D(BA) = {x ∈ D(A) such that Ax ∈ D(B)}.
For the case of continuous random operators we immediately have
Remark 3.1. If A ∈ L p(Ω;G,H) and B ∈ L p(Ω;H,K), the defi-
nition (3.1) works without restriction for any x ∈ G. Also BA ∈
L p(Ω;G,K), p = 0, 2. Moreover, when A and B are decompos-
able by the measurable (2-summable) fields of operators {a(ω)}ω∈Ω(⊂
B(G,H)) and {b(ω)}ω∈Ω(⊂ B(H,K)), respectively, then the product
BA is the continuous random operator decomposable by the measur-
able (2-summable) field {b(ω)a(ω)}ω∈Ω(⊂ B(G,K)) (see also [18], [24]).
Remark 3.2. We point out that, when G = H = K, then we can con-
clude that the linear space L p(Ω;H) endowed with the above random
composition of operators as multiplication, with the random adjoint as
involution and with the topology of pointwise convergence of operators
is a topological ∗-algebra contained in B(H,Lp(℘,H)).
For the case of general random operators it also holds
Theorem 3.1. Let A ∈ Dp(Ω;G,H), B ∈ Dp(Ω;H,K) be such that
the two measurable (2-summable) fields of operators a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω
and b = {b(ω)}ω∈Ω to which A, respectively B are associated (i.e.
A = Aa, B = Bb) satisfy the condition that b(ω)a(ω) ∈ CLd(G,K)
for almost all ω ∈ Ω. Then BA ∈ Dp(Ω;G,K) (p = 0, 2) and it is
associated to the measurable (2 - summable) family {b(ω)a(ω)}ω∈Ω.
Remark 3.3. Let us observe that the imposed condition on the product
b(ω)a(ω) to be in CLd(G,K) (ω ∈ Ω) can be characterized trough re-
sults from [12] (Proposition 2.2 (iv) and Proposition 4.1) given in terms
5Another way to define the composition of a pair of (continuous) random oper-
ators can be found in [18] Section 4.
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of the characteristic matrices of a(ω) and b(ω) and of the bicharacter-
istic matrix for the product b(ω)a(ω) (for recent studies on this topic
see also [1], [7]).
Proof. of Theorem 3.1. (compare with Theorem 6.3 from [12]). Let
x ∈ D(BA). Then Ax ∈ D(B) and for almost all ω ∈ Ω we have
(BA)(x)(ω) = (B(Ax))(ω) = b(ω)(Ax)(ω) = b(ω)a(ω)x.
On the other side by hypothesis c(ω) = b(ω)a(ω) defines a measurable
(2 - summable) field of operators from G to K, which gives us that
BA is the (s.o.) random operator from G to K associated to c =
{c(ω)}ω∈Ω. 
As in the case of ordinary adjoint (see also Proposition 1.7 of [15]) we
can easily complete the properties of random adjoint .
Proposition 3.2. Let A and B be two (s.o.) random decomposable
operators from G to H, respectively from H to K such that D(BA) is
dense in G and D(B) is dense in H. Then (BA)• k A•B•. If B is
continuous then (BA)• = A•B•.
Now, having defined the random operator composition we can (return-
ing to the case of Skorohod operators) define the random projection
operators.
Definition 3.3. A random operator P on the Hilbert space H is called
random projection operator, when it is continuous, decomposable, self-
adjoint and idempotent (i.e. P ∈ L 0(Ω;H), P = P •, PP = P ).
Remark 3.4. Having in view that for such random operators P there
is a family p : = {p(ω)}ω∈Ω of projection operators on H such that
P = Ap it results that P being a contractive random operator (i.e.
‖(Px)(ω)‖ ≤ ‖x‖, ω−a.e.) it is automatically a s.o. random operator,
i.e. P ∈ L 2(Ω;H).
Two very simple continuous random operators on H are to be men-
tioned here as examples of random projection operators: the null op-
erator OH and the embedding operator JH from H into L
2(℘,H). It
is simple to observe that its decomposable extensions OH and JH are
the null operator OL2(℘,H), respectively the identity operator IL2(℘,H)
on the Hilbert space L2(℘,H). As discussed in Example 2.1 for JH ,
they are decomposable by the constant field consisting of the null op-
erator OH , respectively of the identity operator 1H on H . It is then
obvious that O•H = OH and J
•
H = JH , thus both being selfadjoint s.o.
random operators on H and consequently both are random projection
operators on H .
The following basic properties of random projection operators (which
are not difficult to verify) are stated in
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Proposition 3.3. Let P and Q be random projection operators on H.
Then:
(i) When PQ = QP , then PQ is a random projection operator as
well.
(ii) PQ = OH , implies QP = OH and P + Q is also a random pro-
jection operator. They are called orthogonal random projection
operators. In particular P and JH − P are orthogonal random
projection operators.
(iii) If P and Q simply commute, then P + Q − PQ is a random
projection operator as well.
(iv) If PQ = Q, then QP = Q and P − Q is a random projection
operator. Moreover PQ = Q is equivalent to P ≥ Q.
(v) For any random projection operator P it holds P ≤ JH .
We now define the normal (s.o.) random operators in our general set-
ting
Definition 3.4. A (s.o.) random operator N ∈ Rp(Ω;H) (p = 0, 2)
is said to be a normal (s.o.) random operator on H , if N is closed
N ∈ Dp(Ω;H) and NN• = N•N .
It is now not difficult to see that by applying Theorem 2.4, each selfad-
joint second order random operator is a normal s.o. random operator.
On the other hand the following characterization shows that the above
definition of random normality is equivalent in the case of continuous
random operators to that given in [24].
Theorem 3.4. A (s.o.) random operator A on H is normal, if and only
if there is a (2-summable) measurable field a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω of normal
operators on H, such that A = Aa.
Proof. For the “if” part D(A) = D(A•) implies that A is densely de-
fined, meaning that A• ∈ Rp(Ω;H). Then, since A ∈ Dp(Ω;H) it
results that there is a measurable (2 - summable) field a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω
such that A is random decomposable by a, i.e. A = Aa. Now, from
Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 we have that A• = A•a = Aa∗ , i.e.
A• ∈ Dp(Ω;H). Moreover, a∗ = {a(ω)∗}ω∈Ω has D(A
•) as common
core and D(A) = D(A•) means that a and a∗ have the same common
core.
Now, considering the extensions Aa and Aa∗ of A and A
• respectively,
we see that AA• = AaAa∗ = Ab, where b = {a(ω)a(ω)
∗}ω∈Ω and
A•A = Aa∗Aa = Ac, where c = {a(ω)
∗a(ω)}ω∈Ω. Thus aa
∗ = a∗a,
which together with the fact that the families a and a∗ share a common
core, implies that a consists of normal operators.
The “only if” part results easier through a straightforward reasoning.

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Now, it is adequate to introduce in the random operators framework
the analogue of the spectral measure (i.e. projection operator valued
measure) from classical operator theory.
Definition 3.5. Let H be a complex separable Hilbert space and
(Γ,Σ) a measurable space (i.e. Σ is a σ-algebra of subsets of Γ). By a
random projection operator valued measure (briefly, r.p.o.v. measure)
on (Γ,Σ, H) we mean a mapping E from Σ into L p(Ω;H) such that
(i) E(σ) is a random projection operator on H for each σ ∈ Σ;
(ii) If σj ∈ Σ, j ∈ N are pairwise disjoint, then
E(
∞⋃
i=1
σj)x(ω) =
∞∑
j=1
E(σj)x(ω), for each x ∈ H, and almost each ω;
(iii) E(Γ) = JH .
Remark 3.5. A r.p.o.v. measure has also the following two properties
(iv) E(∅) = OH .
(iiv) E(σ)E(τ) = E(σ ∩ τ), for each pair σ, τ ∈ Σ.
Indeed, first when σj = ∅, j ∈ N in the above condition (ii), we infer
(iv).
Now, considering in (ii) σj = ∅ for j > k, we see that (iv) and (ii)
imply
E(
k⋃
j=1
σj) =
k∑
j=1
E(σj).
Further, the finite additivity of E implies the multiplicativity of E in
the following way (a similar technique as in [15, Lemma 4.3, pp. 67]).
The successive implications
(JH+E(τ))x = 0⇒ 〈(JH+E(τ))x(ω), x〉 = ‖x‖
2+‖E(τ)x(ω)‖2 = 0
⇒ x = 0
yield that JH + E(τ) is injective for each τ ∈ Σ. Now, for disjoint
σ, τ ∈ Σ the finite additivity of E implies that E(σ) + E(τ), being
equal to E(σ ∪ τ), is again a random projection operator. Therefore
E(σ)+E(τ) = (E(σ)+E(τ))2 = E(σ)+E(τ)+E(σ)E(τ)+E(τ)E(σ)
leads to E(σ)E(τ) + E(τ)E(σ) = OH , which after multiplication to
the right with E(τ) gives us successively E(σ)E(τ)+E(τ)E(σ)E(τ) =
(JH+E(τ))E(σ)E(τ) = OH , from where by the injectivity of JH+E(τ)
we have E(σ)E(τ) = OH . Further, for arbitrary σ, τ ∈ Σ, denoting
σ0 : = σ ∩ τ , σ1 : = σ \ σ0 and σ2 : = τ \ σ0, we see that all pairs
(σj , σk), j 6= k, j, k = 0, 1, 2 consisting of disjoint sets, by the second
part above satisfy E(σj)E(σk) = OH for j 6= k; j, k = 0, 1, 2. Applying
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this in the following calculus
E(σ)E(τ) = E(σ0∪σ1)E(σ0∪σ2) = (E(σ0)+E(σ1))(E(σ0)+E(σ2)) =
E(σ0) +
2∑
j,k=0
j 6=k
E(σj)E(σk) = E(σ0) = E(σ ∩ τ),
we get that (v) holds.
Consequently, the above concept is in fact the same as the generalized
random spectral measure from [24].
Remark 3.6. For each pair σ, τ ∈ Σ, we have that E(σ) commutes with
E(τ) with respect to the random composition. Moreover, when σ ⊇ τ ,
it is not hard to see that E(σ) = E(τ)+E(σ\τ) ≥ E(τ), the inequality
being considered with respect to the order given by
A ≤ B ⇔ 〈(Ax)(ω), x〉 ≤ 〈(Bx)(ω), x〉, x ∈ H, ω a.e.
in the set of all continuous selfadjoint random operators.
Let us recall now some basic facts about the integral with respect to
the r.p.o.v. measure E on (Γ,Σ, H), which was defined in [24]. Namely,
first for simple functions
f(γ) =
n∑
i=1
ciχσi(γ), γ ∈ Γ, ci ∈ C, σi ∈ Σ,
the integral IE(f) = I(f) is defined as
(I(f)x)(ω) =
n∑
i=1
ciE(σi)x(ω), x ∈ H, ω ∈ Ω,
and then, by passing to the uniform limit of simple functions, I(f), de-
noted by
∫
Γ
f(γ)dE(γ), becomes a continuous random normal operator
on H , for each element f of the Banach ∗-algebra B(Γ,Σ), consisting
of all bounded Σ - measurable complex valued functions. In this way,
the application f 7→ I(f) is a representation of the Banach ∗-algebra
B(Γ,Σ) into L 0(Ω;H). In fact it’s properties are contained in the
following (see Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 of [24])
Theorem 3.5. The mapping f 7→ I(f) has the following properties
(i) it is linear, i.e. for each f, g ∈ B(Γ,Σ) and λ ∈ C it holds
I(f + g) = I(f) + I(g); I(λf) = λI(f)
(ii) it is multiplicative, i.e. for each f, g ∈ B(Γ,Σ)
I(fg) = I(f)I(g)
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(iii) it is involution preserving, i.e. for each f ∈ B(Γ,Σ),
I(f)• = I(f¯),
where f¯ stands for the complex conjugation of f ;
(iv) lim
n
(I(fn)x) = I(lim
n
fn)x, for each x ∈ H and any convergent
sequence {fn}n from B(Γ,Σ).
From the random projection operator valued measure E it is possible
to derive, as in the classical case, random (complex valued) measures
on (Γ,Σ) as follows.
If for x, y ∈ H and ω ∈ Ω we put
Eωx,y(σ) : = 〈E(σ)x(ω), y〉H; σ ∈ Σ
Eωx (σ) : = E(σ)x(ω), σ ∈ Σ,
(3.2)
it is easy to see that Eωx,y is a complex measure, while E
ω
x is a H-
valued measure on (Γ,Σ). So, for each fixed pair x, y ∈ H , respectively
each x ∈ H we have that Ex,y : =
(
Eωx,y
)
ω∈Ω
is a (positive if x = y)
L0(℘) - valued measure, while Ex : =
(
Eωx
)
ω∈Ω
is a L0(℘,H) - valued
measure on (Γ,Σ). Moreover, looking at the L2(℘,H) - valued measure,
denoted Gx, from the proof of Theorem 4.3 (2) in [24], we see that
Gx = Ex =
(
Eωx
)
ω∈Ω
, hence Ex is, in fact, an L
2(℘,H) - valued measure
on (Γ,Σ). Finally it is a simple matter to observe that the measure
Ex,y is L
2(℘) - valued.
Moreover, as in the classical case (see [15, Lemma 4.4]) we have the
following characterization
Lemma 3.6. A map E of the σ-algebra Σ into the set of random pro-
jection operators on H is a r.p.o.v. measure if and only if it is mul-
tiplicative and, for each x ∈ H, the set function Ex,x(·) is a positive
random measure.
Proof. When E is a r.p.o.v. measure, it satisfies (v) and, for each x ∈ H
it is obvious that Ex,x is a positive random measure.
Conversely, if E is a random projection operator valued mapping on
Σ, such that Ex,x is a L
0(℘)-valued measure for each x ∈ H , then,
because of the finite additivity of all Ex,x, x ∈ H , we have the finite
additivity of E(·), which, in turn, by the proof of Remark 3.5, implies
E(∅) = OH . Considering {σj}j a pairwise disjoint sequence of sets in
Σ, we have E(σj)E(σk) = OH for j 6= k. This implies that E(σj)x(ω)
and E(σk)x(ω) are pairwise orthogonal (k ∈ N, x ∈ H,ω ∈ Ω). Now
the countably additivity of Ex,x yields
Eωx,x
( ∞⋃
j=1
σj
)
=
∞∑
j=1
Eωx,x(σj) =
∞∑
j=1
‖E(σj)x(ω)‖
2
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and by the pairwise orthogonality of E(σj)x(ω) and E(σk)x(ω) we con-
clude
∞∑
j=1
E(σj)x(ω) = E(σ)x(ω) ω − a.e. 
By using now integration with respect to these measures and the prop-
erties from Theorem 3.5 we can also infer other properties of the ∗-
representation f 7→ I(f) of B(Γ,Σ) into L 2(Ω;H) gathered in
Proposition 3.7. For f ∈ B(Γ,Σ) and x, y ∈ H we have
(i) I(f)x(ω) =
∫
f(γ)dEωx (γ);
(ii) 〈I(f)x(ω), y〉H =
∫
f(γ)dEωx,y(γ);
(iii) ‖(I(f)x)(ω)‖2H =
∫
|f(γ)|2dEωx,x(γ);
(iv) ‖(I(f)x)(ω)‖ ≤ ‖f‖‖x‖.
The equalities above are true ℘ - a.e. Moreover, the function (of ω ∈ Ω)
in (i) is in L2(℘,H), the one from (ii) is in L2(℘) and the one from
(iii) is in L1(℘).
Proof. (i) follows from the definition of I(f), first for simple functions
and then for arbitrary f from B(Γ,Σ).
(ii) results by taking in (i) the scalar product with y ∈ H .
(iii) results by applying (ii) with y = I(f)x(ω) and then the multiplica-
tivity and the invariance to involution of the mapping f 7→ I(f).
(iv) follows easily from (iii) since Eωx,x(Γ) = ‖x‖
2, x ∈ H . 
In this way we are led to the following
Corollary 3.8. The mapping f 7→ I(f) is a contractive random ∗-
representation of B(Γ,Σ) into L 2(Ω;H).
Proof. Integrating in (iii) with respect to the probability measure ℘,
we have∫
‖I(f)x‖2L2(℘,H) =
∫
Ω
(∫
Γ
|f(γ)|2dEωx,x(γ)
)
d℘(ω)
≤ ‖f‖2B(Γ,Σ)
∫
Ω
∫
Γ
dEωx,x(γ)d℘(ω)
= ‖f‖2B(Γ,Σ)
∫
Ω
Eωx,x(Γ)d℘(ω)
= ‖f‖2B(Γ,Σ)
∫
Ω
〈E(Γ)x(ω), x〉d℘(ω)
= ‖f‖2B(Γ,Σ)
∫
Ω
〈JH(ω)x, x〉d℘(ω)
= ‖f‖2
∫
‖x‖2d℘(ω) = ‖f‖2B(Γ,Σ)‖x‖
2,
from where
‖I(f)x‖L2(℘,H) ≤ ‖f‖B(Γ,Σ)‖x‖; x ∈ H,
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which leads to the conclusion that I(f)x ∈ L2(℘,H), i.e. I(f) is a s.o.
random operator on H . Moreover, we finally have
(3.3) ‖I(f)‖L 2(Ω;H) ≤ ‖f‖B(Γ,Σ), f ∈ B(Γ,Σ).
Now we close this section by extending the integral IE(f) to unbounded
Σ - measurable functions.
For, let M = M(Γ,Σ, E), be the ∗-algebra of Σ-measurable functions
f : Γ → C ∪ {∞}, which are E-a.e. finite (i.e. E({γ ∈ Γ : f(γ) =
∞}) = OH).
It is to be expected that the values of such I(f) exceed L 2(Ω;H). This
will be given by using a technique similar to that from subsection 4.3.2
of [15], where the concept of bounding sequence plays a principal role.
Definition 3.6. Let M1 be a subset of M. A sequence {σn}n∈N from
Σ is a random bounding sequence for M1, if each f ∈ M1 is bounded
on σn, σn ⊆ σn+1, n ∈ N and E(
∞⋃
n=1
σn) = JH .
Remark 3.7. (i) When {σn}n∈N is a bounding sequence for a subset
M1 ⊂ M by Remark 3.6 we have E(σn) ≤ E(σn+1), n ∈ N,
and consequently lim
n
E(σn)x(ω) = x, ℘ - a.e. We also have that
∞⋃
n=1
E(σn)H is dense in L
p(℘,H), p = 0, 2.
(ii) When M1 is finite, then it has a bounding sequence. Indeed,
when M1 = {f1, . . . , fm}, then σn : = {γ ∈ Γ : |fj(γ)| ≤ n, j =
1, 2, . . . , m}, n ∈ N is a bounding sequence, since for σ : =
∞⋃
n=1
σn
we have Γ \σ ⊆
m⋃
j=1
{γ, fj(γ) =∞} so E(Γ \σ) = OH and E(σ) =
E(Γ) = JH . It is a bounding sequence also for the ∗-subalgebra
of M generated by M1.
(iii) If {σn}n∈N is a bounding sequence for f ∈M(Γ,Σ, E) then fχσn ∈
B(Γ,Σ) and I(fχσn), n ∈ N do exist by the preceding part.
Theorem 3.9. Let f ∈M and
(3.4) D(I˜(f)) = {x ∈ H : f ∈ L2(Eωx,x), ω − a.e. }.
The following assertions hold:
(i) when x ∈ H, then x ∈ D(I˜(f)), iff for each bounding sequence
{σn}n∈N for f , the sequence I(fχσn)x(ω) converges ω - a.e. in
H.
(ii) For x ∈ D(I˜(f)) the definition
I˜(f)x(ω) : = lim
n
I(fχσn)x(ω) ω − a.e.
is correct, i.e. does not depend on the bounding sequence {σn} for
f .
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(iii)
⋃∞
n=1E(σn)H(⊂ D(I˜(f))) is a core for I˜(f) and E(σn)I(f) ≤
I(f)E(σn) = I(fχσn), n ∈ N.
The proof can be obtained using the ideas contained in Theorem 4.13
of [15].
The extended mapping
M(Γ,Σ, E) ∋ f 7→ I˜(f) ∈ D2(Ω, H)
has its properties (which are not difficult to prove) contained in
Proposition 3.10. Let f, g ∈M(Γ,Σ, E), λ ∈ C. Then
(i) I˜(f) + I˜(g) ⊂ I˜(f + g) ;
(ii) I˜(λf) = λI˜(f) ;
(iii) I˜(fg) ⊂ I˜(f)I˜(g) ;
(iv) I˜(f)• = I˜(f¯).
4. Transforming random operators into continuous
random operators
This section deals with two mappings. The first one called the contin-
uous transform, which sends the closed densely defined random opera-
tors from G to H into continuous random operators from G to H , and
the second one, called the random bounded transform, which sends the
closed decomposable random operators into a special class of random
bounded operators on H . We start by enlarging the framework from
[15, Sections 5.2 and 7.4], in which the closed densely defined operators
between the Hilbert spaced H1 and H2, are transformed into continu-
ous linear operators between the same Hilbert spaces H1 and H2. In
this respect, the following result will be of use.
Lemma 4.1. Let H1 and H2 be two separable complex Hilbert spaces
and T a closed densely defined linear operator from H1 into H2. Then
(i) T ∗T is a positive selfadjoint operator on H1 and D(T
∗T ) is a core
for T ;
(ii) there exists (IH1 + T
∗T )−1 = : CT as bijective mapping of H1,
which is bounded selfadjoint and satisfies
(4.1) 0 ≤ CT ≤ IH1;
(iii) the operator ZT : = TC
1/2
T , called the continuous transform of T ,
is a pure contraction6 from H1 into H2 (i.e. it satisfies the strict
inequality ‖ZTx‖H2 < ‖x‖H1 , x ∈ H1), which will be also written
ZT ∈
(
B(H1, H2)
)pu
1
. Moreover, the operator ZT also satisfies
(4.2) I − Z∗TZT = CT .
Sketch of the proof. (i) and (ii) are contained in [15, Prop 3.18 (i)],
while (iii) results without difficulty as (i) from Lemma 5.8 from [14]. 
6for a specific study of pure contractions see [11]
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Now, as first application of the continuous transform
(4.3) CLd(H1, H2) ∋ T 7→ ZT ∈
(
B(H1, H2)
)pu
1
,
we obtain a method of transforming closed random operators into Sko-
rohod operators. Indeed the following theorem holds
Theorem 4.2. Let A be a closed s.o. random operator from G to H
(i.e. A ∈ CR2(Ω;G,H) = CLd(G,L
2(℘,H))). Then ZA = A(IG −
A∗A)−1/2 is a s.o. Skorohod operator from G to H satisfying
‖ZAx‖L2(℘,H) < ‖x‖G, x ∈ G, x 6= 0,
i.e. ZA is a pure contraction from G into L
2(℘,H).
Proof. Apply the previous Lemma for H1 = G and H2 = L
2(℘,H). 
Remark 4.1. When applying the above result for H1 = H2 = H , then
the mapping
(4.4) CLd(H) ∋ T 7→ ZT ∈
(
B(H)
)pu
1
has supplementary properties, namely:
(i) it is bijective, its inverse being
(4.5)
(
B(H)
)pu
1
∋ Z 7→ TZ ∈ CLd(H),
where
(4.6) TZ : = Z(I − Z
∗Z)1/2, Z ∈
(
B(H)
)pu
1
,
(see also [11]);
(ii) the operators T and ZT are also related by
(IH + T
∗T )−1/2 = (IH − Z
∗
TZT )
1/2; T ∈ CLd(H);
(iii) the mappings (4.4) and (4.5) preserve adjoints, selfadjointness and
normality (see also (ii) and (iii) from Lemma 5.8 of [15]).
In what follows the mappings (4.4) and (4.5) will be used in trans-
forming the closed decomposable random operators into decomposable
Skorohod operators and vice versa. Let A = Aa be a closed random
operator which is decomposable by the measurable field a = {aω}ω∈Ω
of operators on H . If for each ω ∈ Ω we denote b(ω) = Za(ω), then
obviously b = {b(ω)}ω∈Ω is a 2-summable field of pure contractions on
H and consequently Ab is a Skorohod operator decomposable by the
family b. Denoting
(4.7) Ab = ZAa,
we see that the mapping Z transforms the closed decomposable random
operators A on H into random operators B satisfying
(4.8) ‖Bx(ω)‖ < ‖x‖; x ∈ H, for almost all ω ∈ Ω.
As in the case of random contractions, it is clear that such random op-
erators are contained in the ∗-algebra L 2(Ω;H). So the above defined
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mapping Z transforms the class CD0(Ω;H) of closed decomposable
random operators on H into the ∗-algebra L 2(Ω;H). This is why Z
will be called the random bounded transform. In what follows the ran-
dom operators satisfying (4.8) will be called pure contractive random
operators, their subclass being denoted by Rpu(Ω;H).
Theorem 4.3. The random bounded transform Z has the properties
(i) it is a bijection between the class of closed densely defined random
operators on H and the class of decomposable random operators
on H;
(ii) it preserves the random adjoints, i.e.
(4.9) (ZA)• = ZA•; A ∈ CD0(Ω;H)
(iii) it preserves the random normality, i.e. ZA is continuous random
normal if A is random normal;
(iv) it preserves the random selfadjointness, i.e. ZA is continuous
random selfadjoint if A is random selfadjoint.
Proof. (i) As already observed Z maps CD0(Ω;H) into Rpu(Ω;H). Let
now B ∈ Rpu(Ω;H), i.e. it is a random pure contractive operator on
H . Then, as observed, B is random decomposable by a 2-summable
field b = {b(ω)}ω∈Ω, i.e. B = Ab, which from (4.8) satisfies
‖b(ω)x‖ = ‖Abx(ω)‖ < ‖x‖, x ∈ H, ω ∈ Ω.
This means that b(ω) ∈
(
B(H)
)pu
1
and, consequently, by Remark 4.1
(i)
(4.10) a(ω) : = Tb(ω), ω ∈ Ω,
provides a measurable field a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω of operators on H such that
Aa is a pre-image of Ab, i.e. B = Ab = ZAa. Thus the mapping Z from
CD0(Ω;H) to Rpu(Ω;H) is onto (surjective). For the injectivity, let Aa′
be another pre-image in CD0(Ω;H) of B = Ab, i.e. Ab = ZAa′ . When
a′ = {a′(ω)}ω∈Ω, then by definition we have that b(ω) = Za
′(ω), ω ∈ Ω,
wherefrom, also by Remark 4.1, we have a′(ω) = Lb(ω), ω ∈ Ω, which
compared with (4.10) leads to a(ω) = a′(ω), ω ∈ Ω. Thus, the mapping
Z is a bijection of CD0(Ω;H) onto Rpu(Ω;H), having as inverse the
mapping T from Rpu(Ω;H) onto CD
0(Ω;H), defined by TAb = Aa,
where a(ω) = Tb(ω).
(ii) Let A ∈ CD0(Ω;H) and a = {a(ω)}ω∈Ω be the measurable field
such that A = Aa. Denote a
∗ = {a∗(ω)}ω∈Ω and b = {b(ω)}ω∈Ω,
where b(ω) = Za(ω), ω ∈ Ω. Then, by Remark 4.1 we have b(ω)
∗ =
Za(ω)∗ , ω ∈ Ω. Then, since by definition (4.4) we have Ab = ZAa and
Ab∗ = ZAa∗ . But by Remark 2.2 and Theorem 2.4 we have Aa∗ = (Aa)
•
and Ab∗ = (Ab)
• =
(
ZAa
)•
, which implies (ZAa)
• = ZA•a hence (4.9)
holds.
(iii) Let A be a random normal operator on H . Then, by theorem
3.4 there exists a measurable field a = {a(ω)}ω ∈ Ω of densely defined
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closed normal operators such that A = Aa. Then by (iii) in Remark
4.1 Za(ω) = b(ω) are continuous normal operators, which means that
Ab, with b = {b(ω)}ω∈Ω is a continuous random normal operator de-
composable by b. Hence Ab = ZAa = ZA as desired.
(iv) runs analogously. 
Remark 4.2. Observing that all the values B = Ab; b = {b(ω)}ω∈Ω
of Z are pure contractive random operators on H , i.e. they satisfy
condition (4.8), it is obvious that each operator b(ω), ω ∈ Ω satisfies
the condition
(4.11) σ(b(ω)) ⊂ D¯, ω ∈ Ω,
where D is the unit disc in the complex plane C.
5. The spectral theorems for general normal or
selfadjoint random operators
Since the result of Remark 4.2 also holds in the particular cases when
b(ω), ω ∈ Ω are normal or selfadjoint, the random spectral theorem for
continuous random normal or continuous random selfadjoint operators
has a much simpler form than in theorem 2.4 from [24]. To be more
explicit let us recall this result, but with the corresponding notation
which we use in the present paper. At the same time, since by Example
in Section 4 of [24], each random spectral measure generates a gener-
alized spectral measure and by Theorem 4.4 in [24] each generalized
random spectral measure has a modification which is a random spec-
tral measure, we state the mentioned spectral theorem directly with
respect to a generalized random spectral measure. Moreover, since the
spectrum of all “components” of a pure contractive random operator
is contained in the unit disc D¯ or in case of selfadjointness, obviously
in [−1, 1], the limit in this cases avoided. Consequently, Theorem 2.4
from [24] takes the following form.
Theorem 5.1. (i) Let B be a pure contractive normal random oper-
ator. There is a uniquely determined random projection operator
valued measure F on (D¯,BorD¯, H) such that for each x ∈ H and
ω ∈ Ω we have
(5.1) (Bx)(ω) =
∫
D¯
λdF ωx (λ),
where F ωx (σ) = F (σ)x(ω), σ ∈ Bor(D¯)
(ii) Let B be a pure contractive selfadjoint random operator. Then
there is a random projection operator valued measure F on ([−1, 1],Bor[−1, 1], H)
such that for each x ∈ H and ω ∈ Ω it holds
(5.2) (Bx)(ω) =
∫ 1
−1
tdF ωx (t),
where F ωx (τ) = F (τ)x(ω), τ ∈ Bor[−1, 1].
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Now, before stating the final result, let’s briefly discuss the transfor-
mation of random spectral measures.
Let (Γ,Σ, E) be a random projection operator valued measure and ϕ
a mapping of Γ onto the set Γ′, while Σ′ consists of the inverse images
of elements of Σ, i.e.
Σ′ = {τ ⊂ Γ′ : ϕ−1(τ) ∈ Σ}.
Observing that the mapping
(5.3) F (τ) = E(ϕ−1(τ)), τ ∈ Σ′,
is a random projection operator valued measure on (Γ′,Σ′, H), we can
state
Theorem 5.2. For each g ∈M′ = M(Γ′,Σ′, F ), we have g ◦ ϕ ∈M =
M(Γ,Σ, E) and
(5.4)
∫
Γ′
g(γ′)dF ωx (γ
′) =
∫
Γ
g(ϕ(γ))dEωx (γ), x ∈ H, ω ∈ Ω.
Proof. First (5.3) implies easily that g ◦ ϕ ∈ M. Having in view the
transformation formula for scalar measures we have∫
Γ′
|g(γ′)|2d〈F (γ′)x(ω), x〉 =
∫
Γ
|g(ϕ(γ))|2d〈E(γ)x(ω), x〉, x ∈ H
and∫
Γ′
g(γ′)d〈F (γ′)y(ω), y〉 =
∫
Γ
g(ϕ(γ))d〈E(γ)y(ω), y〉,
y ∈ H s.t. g is F ωy,y − integrable,
wherefrom we infer thatD(IF (g)) = D(IE(g◦ϕ)), which implies 〈IF (g)y(ω), y〉 =
〈IE(g ◦ϕ)y(ω), y〉, y ∈ D(IF (g)) = D(IE(g ◦ϕ)) and, by a polarization
type formula, we have IF (g) = IE(g ◦ ϕ). 
Theorem 5.3. (i) Let A be a closed random normal operator on H.
Then there is a uniquely determined random projection operator
valued measure E on (C,BorC, H) such that
(5.5) (Ax)(ω) =
∫
C
zd〈E(z)x(ω), x〉, x ∈ D(A), ω ∈ Ω.
(ii) Let A be a closed random selfadjoint operator on H. Then there
exists a uniquely determined random projection operator valued
measure E on (R,BorR, H) such that
(5.6) (Ax)(ω) =
∫
R
td〈E(t)x(ω), x〉, x ∈ D(A), ω ∈ Ω.
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Proof. (i) Let Z(A) = B be the random bounded transform of A. Since,
in this case B is a pure contractive normal random operator, by apply-
ing Theorem 5.1 (i), there exists a uniquely determined r.p.o.v. mea-
sure F on (D¯,Bor(D¯), H) such that, for each x ∈ H and ω ∈ Ω we
have
(Z(A)x)(ω) =
∫
D¯
λdF ωx (λ),
with F ωx (σ) = F (σ)x(ω), σ ∈ Bor(D¯), or briefly
Z(A) =
∫
D¯
λdF (λ).
Now, to the r.p.o.v. measure (D¯,Bor(D¯), F ) we can associate, as be-
fore, the spectral integral with respect to F out of bounded measurable
complex functions, i.e. from functions of the class B(D¯,Bor(D¯)) with
respect to the r.p.o.v. measure F , which leads to the continuous func-
tional calculus associated to the random operator Z(A):
IF (f) = f(Z(A)) =
∫
D¯
f(λ)dF (λ), f ∈ B(D¯,Bor(D¯)).
Secondly, we can continue with the extended random integral with
respect to the r.p.o.v. measure (D¯,Bor(D¯), F ) out of the (not nec-
essarily bounded) F - a.e. finite measurable functions of the class
M(D¯.Bor(D¯), F ):
IF (g) = g(Z(A)) =
∫
D¯
g(λ)dF (λ), g ∈M(D¯,Bor(D¯), F ),
where each IF (g) is a random (not necessarily continuous) normal op-
erator on H .
Now, to obtain A from g(Z(A)) we put g1(λ) =
λ
(1− λ2)1/2
, since it is
not difficult to prove that F is supported in D (due to the restrictions
which are satisfied by the operators from the image Rpu of Z), applying
the transformation of the r.p.o.v. measure F on (D¯,Bor(D¯)) into a
r.p.o.v. measure E on (C,BorC) with respect to the map D ∋ λ 7→
g1(λ) ∈ C, we finally have
A = IF (g1) =
∫
D
g1(λ)dF (λ) =
∫
C
zdE(z),
where E(σ) = F (g−11 (σ)), σ ∈ Bor(C), which leads to (5.5). Now, the
uniqueness of E will be obtained by a straightforward reasoning.
(ii) runs analogously. 
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Final remark. In an analogue way we can transpose the Cayley trans-
form to the framework of closed random decomposable operators, to
obtain a bijective correspondence between the unitary random opera-
tors and selfadjoint random operators. Then we can apply the random
spectral theorem for unitary random operators to obtain a random
spectral theorem for selfadjoint random operators.We can then apply
such results to the study of random unitary groups and of random gen-
erators and random cogenerators as well as their connection. Such a
study will be conducted in a forthcoming paper.
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